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ABSTRACT
Cloud Computing is the industry whose demand has been growing continuously since its
appearance as a solution that offers different types of computing resources as a service over the
Internet. The number of cloud computing providers grows into a run, while the end user is
currently in the position of having many pricing options, distinct features and performance for
the same required service. This work is inserted in the cloud computing task scheduling
research field to hybrid cloud environments with service-oriented architecture (SOA), dynamic
allocation and control of services and QoS requirements attendance. Therefore, it is proposed
the QBroker Architecture, representing a cloud broker with trading features that implement the
intermediation services, defined by the NIST Cloud Computing Reference Model. An
experimental design was created in order to demonstrate compliance to the QoS requirement of
maximum task execution time, the differentiation of services and dynamic allocation of services.
The experimental results obtained by simulation with CloudSim prove that QBroker has the
necessary requirements to provide QoS improvement in hybrid cloud computing environments
based on SOA.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The growing adoption of cloud computing as a solution to infrastructure, platform or software
offering as a service has grown so much (about 32.8% increase, according to a forecast by the
Gartner Group [1] for the year 2015) that the market and the cloud computing environments are
becoming increasingly crowded and complex.
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This complexity goes beyond the physical infrastructure of data centers, as currently the major
trend has been the multiplicity of providers and the construction of complex organizations
involving multiple data centers, such as cloud federations [2], the inter-clouds [3] [ 4], and hybrid
clouds [5] [6], among others. In these approaches, the complexity is revealed when we try to
provide resources for a range of users with different needs of applications and services [4],
bearing in mind the possibility that the solution to the user request may be in an environment with
multiple suppliers with infrastructure managed in completely different forms, i.e., it is a highly
heterogeneous computing environment [3] [7].
To tackle problems arising from the allocation of cloud resources and meet the demands of users
based on quality of service (QoS) requirements, there is now one of the most discussed topics in
cloud computing research field: the intermediation process and task scheduling to cloud
computing environments [3].
The recent works which focus their efforts on solving specific problems inherent in cloud
environments, such as energy efficient consumption, allocation and migration of virtual machine
instances, optimizations in data communication through computer networks within data centers
[6] [8] [9] [10], among many other issues, implement, in their methodology, cloud brokers
created with strict scheduling policies focused on system balancing for seeking specific goal.
However, the new reality of brokering activity for cloud systems is the use of an intermediary
architecture represented by a broker that may be multi-objective.
This work relates to the task scheduling and intermediation activity research field, proposing a
new Cloud Broker architecture, implemented as simulation entity for CloudSim, working this
way as an extension to this cloud computing simulation toolkit. The Broker implemented has the
characteristic of openness, i.e., is designed to be coupled to various modes of operation, using as
a basis for such implementation the NIST Cloud Computing Reference Model [11] and the
operation mode of intermediation services for the experiments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work reviewed
and discussed; Section 3 presents in detail the new Cloud Broker Architecture implemented;
Section 4 introduces the design of experiments and the simulation scenario designed to test the
Cloud Broker; Section 5 consists of the discussion of the experimental results; Section 6 presents
the final conclusion of the work; in Section 7 are presented the acknowledgements and the last
section is a list of references.

2. RELATED WORK
The CloudSim Toolkit became an adopted framework for evaluating the test environments of
many recent jobs published on the Cloud Computing research field, which mention the tool as
relevant and capable of providing the necessary resources for modeling and simulation [12] [13]
[14] [15] [16].
In [17], the authors propose a cloud broker architecture for selecting a cloud provider from
multiple providers’ instances. The cloud broker designed measures the QoS of each provider and
sorts them according to the client's request requirements. For differentiation of cloud providers
there is the Service Measurement Index (SMI), a relative index calculated to provide the
requester a perception gap between the services of different providers. Proper provider selection
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technique called TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) is
based on the establishment of a ranking for selecting an appropriate cloud provider. The
experimental results of this work were obtained from experiments on simulation CloudSim. It
conducted a set of experiments considering 6 providers and the authors' conclusion was that the
application of the chosen set of techniques allowed an efficient selection of cloud providers based
on customer requirements.
In another recent work which deals with the problem of service selection in cloud environments
with multiple providers [18], the authors propose a project through a solution approach with a
multi agent broker. The Jumper Firefly Algorithm was used in the implementation to reduce the
execution time of make span time (response time) through a status table which records past
behavior. The validation of all the propositions made at work was carried out with the aid of
CloudSim simulation environment. In the experimental results, according to statements of the
authors, the Firefly Jumper Mechanism is more effective than the standard Firefly Algorithm and
other heuristics that were tested.
In another related work that employ their efforts on rapid and effective execution of jobs sent by
users to a cloud computing environment [19], the authors propose a communication framework
between the broker elements and the virtual machines (VMs), seeking cost and execution optimal
results, that was named Broker Virtual Machine Communication Framework (BVCF). The testing
environment was constructed with assistance from CloudSim simulator and its API, creating VM
scheduling policies based on cost. In the context of the simulated environment programming were
also considered cloudlets scheduling and cloudlets relay, and the review of the implementation of
the tasks execution was carried out through the Round Robin and FCFS policies. According to the
results obtained in testing and analysis conducted by the authors of work, cost factors and task
runtime are always the primary components of the constraints of service quality required by
customer requests.
In a job that believes in the growth of the computer market demand and the evolution of the
industry into the era of cloud federations and inter-clouds [20], the authors state that the
aggregate values to cloud services that will be most valued by customers will be pricing or
ticketing policy, the allocation scheme of resources to provide the best performance as the signed
service level agreements (SLA). The implementation of the work was carried out with the aid of
CloudSim Toolkit version 3.0.3, whereby the authors implemented a broker for cloud federations,
which works with the intermediation process, interoperability and negotiation of service requests.
According to the authors and the experimental results, it is concluded that the resource allocation
model based on QoS and reimbursement worked and successfully demonstrated the applicability
and necessity of observation of the QoS degradation in complex environments inter-cloud.
In a work that implements a new scheduling model for cloud computing environments called
ICMS (Inter-Cloud Meta-Scheduling) [21], the researchers also created an extension of
CloudSim Toolkit which was named SimIC (Inter-Cloud). The goal was to meet the complex
simulation scenarios in which inter-clouds contexts are considered and the process of
intermediation requests (cloudlets) is done by multiple cloud meta-brokers running dynamic
management and real-time workloads received using a standard decision-making to made tasks
scheduling. The metrics used for the analysis were Execution Time and RTT (Round Trip Time)
and as modification factors of simulated environments were used different user submissions and
computational requirements. From the comparative experimental results between the values
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returned for the original CloudSim Toolkit and for the SimIC, it was possible to verify and
conclude that there were considerable gains in the new algorithms implemented by the ICMS
module, especially in the graphs comparing results of execution time metrics.
All related work carried out have important features and contributions related to task scheduling
to cloud computing systems using CloudSim. From the observation of all cloud broker
implementations made in related work, it is possible to see the existing gap on the issue of
standardization of a broker architecture that can be used in order to mix and permit the
development and application of various types of scheduling strategies considering multiple
service quality factors considered in the related articles. In this paper, the simulation environment
includes a QBroker Entity with QoS negotiation for incoming requests, adding a set of desirable
characteristics in simulation scenarios that want to provide more realistic and similar results to
the real-world cloud systems.

3. CLOUD BROKER PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
This section will present the cloud broker architecture designed in this work, which was named
QBroker (QoS Broker). The goal of the implementation was to add features to existing
DatacenterBroker class in CloudSim API. The version of CloudSim considered in the
implementation of the extension was to 3.0.3.
As already mentioned, the main implementation consists of a subclass of DatacenterBroker class,
which is in org.cloudbus.cloudsim package, which was called QBroker. It is important to note
that DatacenterBroker class also has an inheritance relationship with SimEntity class belonging to
org.cloudbus.cloudsim.core package. Through inheritance it was possible to harness and hone, in
QBroker class, methods previously inherited from SimEntity and DatacenterBroker classes.

3.1 QBroker Operation Modes
One of the major new features implemented in the QBroker class is related to the operating
modes of this component in cloud architecture. According to the reference model of the NIST
[11], the operating modes are the directives that guide how cloud brokers entities must meet
customer requests and relate to the resources of service providers. Thus, NIST defines three main
models of operation: intermediation, aggregation, and arbitrage. The definition of each of the
operation modes of a cloud broker, according to direct reference to NIST [11] model, is presented
below:


Intermediation: A Cloud Broker can increase the performance of a given service
increasing any specific capacity and providing value-added services to customers. Such
performance improvement can be achieved with the management of services, identity
management, performance reporting, enhanced security, among others.



Aggregation: A Cloud Broker can combine and integrate multiple services in one or
more services. The Broker provides data integration and ensures secure data
communication between client and provider.
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Arbitration: the arbitration operation mode is similar to the Services Aggregation, with
the exception that the services that are grouped are not fixed. In services arbitration, a
cloud broker has the flexibility to choose services from multiple providers’ services. To
perform such activity, for example, the broker can use a credit scoring service to evaluate
and select the provider with the best reputation for that type of service requested by the
customer.

The new QBroker entity was developed seeking the implementation of all the above operating
modes, however, for this specific paper, a version of QBroker is presented in which only the
services intermediation operation mode has been developed.

3.2 QBroker Services Intermediation
The process of services intermediation defines some actions for cloud broker in its task as
mediator between customers and cloud providers. Increase one or more capabilities of a given
service mean improving the quality of service. Therefore, this increase in the providers' service
QoS can be achieved in many ways, so that the NIST reference model left open the possibility for
the cloud brokers developers.
In this work, the mode of operation of intermediation services was designed to allow that QBroker
negotiates the execution of individual requests (cloudlets) with one or more cloud service
providers, giving priority to the QoS parameters required by the client and also ensuring the
quality of the services, so that, by detecting a degradation of service, the Broker acts allocating
new resources (VMs and/or services instances), in order to maintain the satisfactory execution
performance and the compliance with other requirements in the requests.
The operating procedure for activity flows related to QBroker Services Intermediation Algorithm
is shown in Figure 1, formatted as an UML Activity Diagram (Unified Modeling Language).
Adjustments were made in Cloudlet class from org.cloudbus.cloudsim package, in which the
following class attributes have been added:






maxExecutionTime: variable type double in which is stored the maximum execution time
or execution deadline.
service: variable type int to mark the requested service id.
arrivalTime: variable type double that hosts the arrival time of cloudlet at the broker.
clientID: variable type int used to identify the source client of a request.
sendTime e receiveTime: are variables of type double that are used to store the time of
submission of the request by a client and the receipt of cloudlet executed on the client.

It is interesting to notice that this intermediation mode of operation in QBroker is always looking
to accomplish the QoS requirement of maximum execution time. This makes the implementation
of the operation mode fairly close to the services intermediation definition of NISTCloud
Computing Architecture [22].
This characteristic also allows customers to get the results of your requests with quality of service
in a hybrid cloud computing environment, always giving priority to the allocation of resources in
private cloud and, when needed, allocating resources in the public cloud.
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Figure 1: Activity Diagram of QBroker Service Intermediation Operation Mode

3.3 QBroker Class Simulation Events
The simulation entity QBroker has some specific events that were created in addition to support
several actions that should occur during the simulation time. For receiving individual requests
(cloudlets) the event NEW_CLOUDLET_ARRIVAL was created, through which the cloud
broker may receive individual cloudlets during the simulation. It is responsible for receiving task
routines, booking and forwarding to the scheduling function and subsequent job submission to a
datacenter.

3.4 QBroker class Relationship with other simulation components
To perform its functions during the execution of the simulations, the QBroker entity works
together with other two important classes implemented in addition: MetaCloudletScheduler class
and RequestMonitor class (which is also an extension of SimEntity class). These three classes
coexist in the same package named br.icmc.usp.lasdpc.BeQoS.classes.
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The QBroker class has an instance of RequestMonitor class, in this way, whenever an event of
arrival of individual or in group request occurs, the QBroker signals the event of arrival so that
the RequestMonitor entity receives such notification and account the requests received in cloud
broker. The MetaCloudletScheduler class serves as support for QBroker, having all methods that
implement the desired scheduling strategies for the cloud computing environment. It is through
this class that QBroker is no longer a cloud broker with a rigid systematic task scheduling,
offering now the possibility of implementing other scheduling methods. In MetaCloudlet
Scheduler are methods that allow different types of verification related to resources, whether
VMs or services, so that the mediation process is successful.

4. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
In this work were planned three sets of experiments in order to test and demonstrate the features
implemented in the intermediation process performed by QBroker. All experiments were repeated
10 times, each repetition during 9000 seconds (simulation time based on the clock tick of
CloudSim) with 95% confidence interval according to the T-Student Table.

4.1 Datacenter and Virtual Machine Configuration
The characterizations adopted for cloud computing simulated scenario were standardized to the
three sets of experiments. The scenarios are set up with private cloud or hybrid cloud. The
datacenter configurations for private cloud are demonstrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Settings for Private Cloud Infrastructure.
Private Datacenter – Host Configuration
MIPS/Core: 10000
Cores/Host: 4
RAM: 8000 Mb
Network Bandwidth: 1000 Mbps
Storage: 500000 Mb
OS: Linux
VMM: Xen
Total Number of Hosts: 5

The settings of the VMs from private cloud datacenter are shown in Table 2.
Table 1: Settings for Private Cloud VMs.
Private Datacenter – VM Configuration
MIPS/Core: 10000
PEs Number(Core): 1
RAM: 2000 Mb
Network Bandwidth: 100 Mbps
Image Size: 125000 Mb
VMM: Xen
Total Number of VMs: 20

The settings used in the simulation scenario with hybrid cloud computing are designed with a
public cloud datacenter with settings as demonstrated in Table 3.
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Table 3: Settings for Public Cloud Infrastructure.
Public Datacenter – Host Configuration
MIPS/Core: 20000
Cores/Host: 8
RAM: 32000 Mb
Network Bandwidth: 10000 Mbps
Storage: 1000000 Mb
OS: Linux
VMM: Xen
Total Number of Hosts: 2

In the implemented simulation scenario, a total number of 10 VMs on public cloud datacenter
was created. The settings for Public VMs are shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Settings for Public Cloud VMs.
Public Datacenter – VM Configuration
MIPS/Core: 20000
PEs Number(Core): 1
RAM: 4000 Mb
Network Bandwidth: 1000 Mbps
Image Size: 250000 Mb
VMM: Xen
Total Number of VMs: 10

Also related to cloud computing simulated scenario, the client layer settings were implemented
considering a systematic of service demand generation and a fixed amount of customers.

4.2 Service Demand and Client Settings
With regard to service demand generating, a table of service identifiers and their demands in MI
(millions of instructions) has been implemented. The service demand for each cloudlet is
assigned based on the requested service ID as a specific exponential distribution for each service.
The exponential distribution considered has average value of 70000 MI. The total number of
possible services, which were considered in the scenario, is 5. It is important to remember that the
demand for MI is applied to the length field of each cloudlet, which specifies the size of each
task. The services demand values considered in the experiments are listed in Table 5.
Table 2: Service Demand Settings.
Service ID
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

Demand (MI)
30000
50000
70000
90000
110000

The amount of client entities was set to 150 units for all scenarios. The client type configuration,
which sets the simulation time client entity operating mode, it was sending requests in real time,
meaning that the requests are sent by clients during the course of CloudSim logical clock,
creating a more realistic and reliable arrival process to the real world. The generation of service
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IDs to be inserted into each request was also made in a random manner considering only 5
services.
To make the heterogeneous service demand, a method in the Client class generates random
values that are associated with a service ID as a distribution in percentage. This distribution
created can be seen in Table 6.
Table 3: Distribution of services random generation to the requests of client entities
Service ID
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

Distribution (%)
5.0
15.0
60.0
19.0
1.0

Still referring to the configuration of client entities, it is important to note that the QoS attribute
considered in each cloudlet was the maximum execution time (maxExecutionTime). To obtain the
value of QoS constraint field was developed a method in the Client class to ensure that the
generation of the maximum execution times are proportional to the size of each cloudlet.
Based on common settings that were explained, it was possible to obtain meaningful simulation
results, influencing the response variables considered in the experiments, which will be detailed
in the next section,

4.3 Considered Response Variables
For obtaining feedback values in sets of experiments, were selected three response variables that
are described below:


Response time: measured in seconds considering the amount of time expended in
sending a request to the VM from one provider and its return back to the client.



Percentage of Processed Requests: consider the requests that were processed with
Success status.



Percentage of Unanswered Requests: consider the requests which could not be met by
the cloud broker because not meet the QoS requirement of maximum execution time
(maxExecutionTime).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents information regarding the results of the three sets of executed experimental
plans.

5.1 Disclosure of QoS Scenario
The first scenario that will be discussed is the disclosure of QoS. Table 7 summarizes the
experimental design created for the scenario in question. Abbreviations found in tables 7, 8 and 9
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on the number of VMs field whose acronyms are PRV and PUB, refer, respectively, Private
Cloud and Public Cloud.
As can be seen by observing Table 7, experiments with Round Robin Algorithm were compared
with experiments using QBroker Services Intermediation Algorithm dealings with or without
QoS.
Table 7: Experimental design for disclosure of QoS scenario.
Experiment
ID
A
B
C
D
E
F

Task Scheduling
Algorithm
Round Robin
Round Robin
Intermediation with QoS
Intermediation with QoS
Intermediation without QoS
Intermediation without QoS

Cloud
Type
Private
Hybrid
Private
Hybrid
Private
Hybrid

Number
of VMs
PRV=20
PRV=20+PUB=10
PRV=10
PRV=20+PUB=10
PRV=20
PRV=20+PUB=10

Number of
Allocated Services
5
5
5
5

In the experiments with intermediation were allocated the five services considered the
environment in all VMs in order to make a fair comparison with the Round Robin, which does
not have the service selection policy. The results concerning the variable average response time
set out in Figure 2.
The obtained results for average response time variable (Figure 2) show that, in private cloud
scenarios (experiments A, C and E), QBroker intermediation algorithm proved to be efficient,
since in experiment A with Round Robin, the response time was 49.08 seconds while in the
experiment E, with intermediation without QoS, obtained better performance with an average
time of 45.13 seconds (about 5.8% faster). Still by comparing experiment A with the experiment
C, i.e., considering the intermediation with QoS, the performance was even better against the two
other experiments, obtaining the value of 18.12 seconds (about 63.08% faster than the experiment
A and 59.85% faster than the experiment E).

Figure 1: Average response time graph for disclosure of QoS scenario

Although the results with average response time (Figure 2), considering the experiments with
hybrid cloud scenarios (experiments B, D and F), the QBroker intermediation algorithm also
showed gains in efficiency and performance. The experiment B, which considered using Round
Robin had the average response time of 30.86 seconds, while the experiment F considering
intermediation without QoS, got 19.32 seconds, which means better performance (about 37.40%
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more fast). In experimental examination of experiment D, considering intermediation with QoS,
the average value obtained was better than the other two experiments, resulting in 17.57 seconds
(about 43.07% faster than Experiment B and 8.9% faster compared to experiment F).
These results corroborate the premise of this paper that the new QBroker Architecture provides
performance gains for a major response variables observed by end users of cloud computing
systems, that is, the response time for service requests.
It is also possible to visualize differences in how the task scheduling algorithms behave in the
simulation scenarios according to the variables of percentage of processed requests and
percentage of unanswered requests. According to the results presented by the response variables
relating to percentages of processed and missed requests (Figures 3 and 4) stand out from the
experiments C and D, which considered scenarios with private and hybrid cloud respectively,
using intermediation algorithm with QoS, because it was the only restrictive scenarios on the
issue of rejection of requests because of violation of the maximum execution time
(maxExecutionTime) QoS parameter.

Figure 2: Average percentage of processed requests graph for disclosure of QoS scenario.

Figure 3: Average percentage of unanswered requests for disclosure of QoS scenario.

In experiment C (according to Figures 3 and 4), as the need arises to keep QoS deadline informed
as attribute for each request (cloudlet), QBroker processed 21.09% of the requests sent by clients
and rejected others 78.92%. In the experiment D, using the same premise, the QBroker processed
79.72% of the requests and rejected others 20.28%. In other experiments there was no rejection of
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requests registered and the response variable percentage of processed requests obtained the
constant value of 100%.

5.2 Service Differentiation Scenario
In the second experiment scenario, the objective was to evidence the service differentiation by
varying the amount of allocated services in the virtual machines. The characteristic to
differentiate services by the use of identifiers approaches QBroker Architecture of cloud brokers
compatible with service-oriented architectures (SOA). Table 8 shows the planning of the current
scenario of experiments.
According to the experiments plan (Table 8), it is possible to check that the setting of
experiments is a variation of the experimental design originally done in disclosure of QoS
scenario. The experiments C', D', E' and F' have the same scenario characteristics as, respectively,
experiments C, D, E and F, however, the number of services allocated in the machines is
different. In the experiments C, D, E and F are allocated 5 services in all instantiated VMs while
in experiments C', D', E' and F' the amount of allocated services in the VMs is 2. It should be
remembered that in all scenarios where the QBroker used intermediation algorithm, existing
services use identifiers numbered from 1 to 5.
Table 8: Design of experiments for service differentiation scenario.
Experiment
ID
C
D
E
F
C'
D'
E'
F'

Task Scheduling
Algorithm
Intermediation with QoS
Intermediation with QoS
Intermediation without QoS
Intermediation without QoS
Intermediation with QoS
Intermediation with QoS
Intermediation without QoS
Intermediation without QoS

Cloud
Type
Private
Hybrid
Private
Hybrid
Private
Hybrid
Private
Hybrid

Number
of VMs
PRV=20
PRV=20+PUB=10
PRV=20
PRV=20+PUB=10
PRV=20
PRV=20+PUB=10
PRV=20
PRV=20+PUB=10

Number of
Allocated Services
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
2

The information of the results of the services differentiation scenario regarding the average
response time are shown in Figure 5.
It is possible to see, through the table 8, that the number of services for each VM in this scenario
is preset at the beginning of simulation, so there is no occurrence of attempted allocation of new
services. In the specific case of the experiments C', D', E' and F', the instantiated services in each
VM uses a method of normal distribution for the 5 considered services.
According to Figure 5, for this disclosure of service differentiation scenario, it is possible to note
that experiments C and D have the very close results, although not statistically equivalent.
Comparing experiments C and C', it can see that C' got an average response time faster with
15.13 seconds. The same situation occurs with the experiments D and D', in which case the
experiment D' performed better response time, which value was 14.02 seconds.
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Figure 4: Average response time graph for service differentiation scenario.

The justification for these values is precisely the question of the distribution of services, as in the
case of experiments C and D, all possible services are instantiated on all scenario's VMs, so that
while it may offer more scheduling possibilities for requests, end up making higher the size of
average queue, and in this situation, there is a decrease in response time variable and there is also
a discard percentage slightly higher.
Experiments with only two services and use of intermediation with QoS (as Figure 5), i.e., C' and
D', although become the most restrictive scenario for scheduling options of requests for VMs,
generate an average queue time differentiated of a VM to another, because those services whose
demand exponential function are larger are not instantiated on all VMs, leading to this situation
in particular, a better performance in response time variable.
Also relating to information from experiments in Figure 5, in experiments E, F, E' and F', the
results have another positioning. As in experiments E and F has all instantiated services in all
VMs of the scenarios and the availability ends thus being wider, and, as already explained,
considering that the last activity of intermediation without QoS is schedule the request to the VM
that has the service requested instantiated with the lower queue, in such cases, scenarios with
more services offer more scheduling opportunities, which makes the values of average times of E
and F the experiments, i.e., 45.13 seconds and 19.32 seconds respectively, perform better than the
experiments E' and F' having two instantiated services in all scenario's VMs.
The figures 6 and 7 have the performance graphs of percentage of processed and missed requests
to the current experiments scenario.
To disclosure a little more the argumentation for the average response time variable, it is possible
to observe, as figures 6 and 7, that experiments C and D gave a lower value in terms of processed
requests and in turn, higher percentage of unanswered requests (figure 7) as arguments already
provided on considerations involving the response time variable.
According to figures 6 and 7, in other experiments (E, F, E' and F') which do not consider the
QoS parameter maxExecutionTime, always get 100.0% of processed requests, so that there are no
unanswered requests.
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Figure 6: Average percentage of processed requests graph for service differentiation scenario

Figure 7: Average percentage of unanswered requests graph for service differentiation scenario

5.3 Dynamic Service Allocation Scenario
In the third experiments scenario the main objective was to highlight the dynamic allocation of
services at runtime conducted by QBroker. Table 9 has the experiments planning information
created for the experimental scenario explained.
Table 9: Experimental design of dynamic services allocation scenario.
Experiment
ID

Task Scheduling
Algorithm

Cloud
Type

Number of VMs

C'
D'
E'
F'
C''
D''
E''
F''

Intermediation with QoS
Intermediation with QoS
Intermediation without QoS
Intermediation without QoS
Intermediation with QoS
Intermediation with QoS
Intermediation without QoS
Intermediation without QoS

Private
Hybrid
Private
Hybrid
Private
Hybrid
Private
Hybrid

PRV=20
PRV=20+PUB=10
PRV=20
PRV=20+PUB=10
PRV=(10 + 10 Stdby)
PRV=(10 + 10 Stdby) + PUB=(10+10 Stdby)
PRV=(10 + 10 Stdby)
PRV=(10 + 10 Stdby) + PUB=(10+10 Stdby)

Number of
Allocated
Services
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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According to the experiments plan (Table 9), it is possible to note the fact that were made a
combination of experiments with fixed number of services (C', D', E' and F') with four other
experiments that perform dynamic allocation of services. It can also to note that in the private
cloud experiments, only 5 VMs have 2 instantiated services while the other 15 VMs remain in
standby state. In the scenario with hybrid cloud, private cloud is initialized with the same
previous configuration and the public cloud is initialized with all the VMs in standby state.
The results concerning the average response time variable for current scenario are shown in
Figure 8.
From graph analysis, it can be observed that the experiments which consider intermediation
algorithm with QoS (C', D', C'' and D'') have a difference in performance, is noted that the
experiments with dynamic service allocation the response time was longer.
The response time in experiment C', which considered static service allocation and private cloud
was 14.66% faster than C'', with dynamic service allocation. A similar situation occurs between
experiments with hybrid cloud in the scenarios, i.e., the experiment D', considering static service
allocation, obtained response time of 17.67% faster than the experiment D'', which used dynamic
service allocation. This result was expected because, at the beginning of the execution of
simulation experiments, the experiments C'' and D'' has only 5 VMs available for task scheduling,
so the dynamic allocation of services is executed when there is real necessity due to the breach of
QoS parameter maximum execution time.

Figure 5: Average response time graph for dynamic service allocation scenario.

Still referring to Figure 8, the experiments that have been configured with intermediation without
QoS (E', F', E'' and F'') have a different result because, in this particular case, the experiments
with dynamic allocation of services have outstanding difference, with better performance.
Experiments E' and F' start with 2 services using a normal distribution. Due to this justified
reason, the experiments E 'and F' end up having a lower performance for response time variable
because the arrangement of services is predefined at the start of the simulation.
The experiments E'' and F'', have only 5 VMs that are initially initialized with services using the
same uniform distribution method. Thus, by effecting on demand service allocation, they have
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significant advantage, since the services are allocated on the basis of real need and as services are
required in requests.
Figures 9 and 10 present the result of information of variable percentage of processed and missed
requests. The experiments in which used the intermediation algorithm without QoS (E', F', E'' and
F'') have a similar behavior, i.e., the variable percentage of processed requests in these
experiments was 100.0% and there was no unanswered request.

Figure 6: Average percentage of processed requests graph for dynamic service allocation scenario.

Already in the experiments with intermediation with QoS, in the case of experiments considering
private cloud C' and C'', their values have percentages of processed and unanswered requests
next, revealing a similar behavior in the restricted environment of private cloud resources. As for
experiments D' and D'', which consider hybrid cloud, the experiment D'' achieved a better result
because, processed a higher percentage of requests, this takes place, as already explained,
because of the dynamic service allocation at runtime, what revealed a QBroker feature, that
makes the attendance to virtual clients more profitable and causes almost an adaptive effect when
you look at the records of the allocation of services performed during the execution of the
experiment in CloudSim output report.

Figure 7: Average Percentage of unanswered requests for dynamic service allocation scenario.
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The results of this scenario show that the resource of dynamic service allocation, present in
QBroker service intermediation operation mode, is an important differential in the reproduction
of real situations of task scheduling to cloud computing systems.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work was presented a cloud broker architecture that provides several features to obtain
QoS in hybrid cloud computing environments. To this end, it was implemented, based on the
service intermediation definition of NIST cloud computing reference model, a task scheduling
policy that considers maximum deadlines for execution of service requests, the allocation control
and management of the amount number of services in each VM and the dynamic service
allocation on-demand during the execution of simulations. These three key features help the
intermediator component of the architecture, that is, help the QBroker to increase the QoS of the
services requested on demand, a fact that has been proven through design of experiments
performed and presented in three scenarios.
It is worth noting that the Broker is a component that is part of a cloud computing architecture
called CloudSim BEQoS (Bursting Energy and Quality of Service), developed by the Laboratory
of Distributed Systems and Concurrent Programming (LaSDPC), which is linked to the ICMC
University of São Paulo Campus of São Carlos. The results presented in this work highlight the
functionality of QBroker operation mode named as service intermediation (with or without QoS).
As the information presented from experimental results, it is possible to see the interesting
contributions on the simulation of hybrid cloud computing environments through CloudSim
coupled to QBroker, MetaCloudletScheduler and other components of BEQoS Architecture.
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